
3-Card Poker with Pairs Plus and 6-Card Bonus 

 

 

Game Objective: 

Three card poker with Pairs Plus and 6 card bonuses is three games in one, consisting of Ante and Play, 

Pair Plus and 6 Card Bonus wagers. The objective of the Ante/Play portion is to get a higher three card 

hand than the dealer. Payout on the Pair Plus bonus wager occurs when the players three cards contain 

a pair or better. Payout on the 6-card bonus wager is based on the combination of the players 3 cards 

and the dealers 3 cards, making the best 5 card poker hand possible.  

Players must place ANTE wager to receive cards. 

Bonus wagers may only be placed if the ANTE wager is placed. 

Ante & Play Wagers:  $ 2 to $10 per spot (equal value) as indicated on the table placard. 

Bonus Wagers: $1 to $10 per spot (independent of each other) 

 

 

Game Rules: 

1) The dealer verifies the deck, washes and riffles cards to prepare for play. 

2) Players make their wagers for ante, pair plus and 6 card bonuses prior to cards being dealt. 

3) The dealer gives each player and his/herself three cards, dealt all at once, face down. The 

players may examine their cards only after all of the cards have been dealt.  

4) If the player made an Ante bet, they must either play or fold. 

5) If the player folds, the forfeit their ante wager, but are still active for all bonus wagers made. 

6) If a player plays, they must make a bet equal to their ante in the designated “play” betting spot. 

7) When all play bets are placed, and folded hand bets are cleared from the board, the dealer will 

expose his/her cards. The dealer needs at least a Queen high to qualify as “playing” for the 

betting round. 

8) The Pairs Plus payouts will be made according the regular Pairs Plus Table. 

9) Working right to left, the dealer will expose the players cards. 

10)  If the dealer does not qualify, the Ante wager pays 1 to 1 and the Play wager pushes. 

11) If the dealer qualifies (Q or higher): 

Payout Guidelines: 

a. If the player’s hand is equal to or higher than the dealer’s hand, the Ante and Play 

wagers are paid even money. wager is paid even money. 

b. If the player’s hand is lower than the dealer’s hand, the Ante and Play wagers are 

collected. 

c. If the player’s hand is a straight or better, ANTE wagers are paid out according to the 

ANTE Bonus pay table. 

12) If the two hands tie through all three cards, the ante and play wagers push. 

13) The dealer will analyze each player’s hand for a pair plus payout, and satisfy the hand according 

to posted payout tables. 

14) If the player made a 6-card bonus wager, the player’s and dealer’s hands are combined to make 

the best 5 card poker hand. The player will be paid according to the posted pay table. 
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Equipment Used:  

Standard table with a game specific layout 

Standard 52 card deck 

Discard rack 

Gaming chips and tray 

 

Pay Tables: 

Pair Plus:     

Straight Flush  40:1   

Three of a kind  30:1   

Straight   6:1   

Flush   3:1   

Pair   1:1   

 

Ante Bonus:     

Straight Flush  5:1  

Three of a kind  4:1  

Straight   1:1  

Flush or Lower  loss   

 

6 Card Bonus: 

Royal Flush  200:1 

Straight Flush  100:1 

Four of a kind  50:1 

Full house  20:1 

Flush   15:1 

Straight:  10:1 

Three of a kind  5:1 

 
 
Only the Highest Qualifying Hand is paid 
Maximum Aggregate per hand $2000 


